Vårt 2010 – God Jul önskar Hanssons i Håstad
Explanations to OUR 2010

1. Liv helps dad with the barley mutant research material (2010-04-01)

2. Mats finally buys a Swarovski telescope. The bird watching gets a revival (2010-05-15)

3. Christina and grandpa Nils-Bertil in Emmaboda at Estern (2010-04-02)

4. Björn’s class is hiking at ”the Brösarp hills” when they finish class six (2010-06-04)

5. Holiday in Azerbaijan where we visit Shakhira’s family in Baku. From the left: Liv, Mats, Shakhira’s nice Fidaska, Shakhira’s mother Zina, Shakhira’s sister Dinara, Christina, Shakhira, Björn, Nils and Shakhira’s sister Saura (2010-07-07)

6. We get wild in an Azerbaijanian dance (or was it Lezginian?). Anyway, it was great fun! (2010-07-07)

7. Just think that we have been in Xinaliq in the Caucasian mountains at 2200 meters above sea level (2010-07-05)

8. All our three children participated this year in the summer opera in Höör (2010-08-05)

9. Nils as heron in the Höör summer opera (2010-08-06)

10. Suddenly Liv discovers that Småland is full of second cousins. Liv and second cousin Elin in the lake Torsjön (2010-07-13)

11. There are also second cousins in Stockholm. Jonatan, Elin and their mother Katarina visit us and we go to Kullen in the Northwest part of Skåne (2010-08-12)